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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the certifying body of forensics labs that investigate criminal cases by analyzing evidence? 

A. The American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) 

B. International Society of Forensics Laboratory (ISFL) 

C. The American Forensics Laboratory Society (AFLS) 

D. The American Forensics Laboratory for Computer Forensics (AFLCF) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Centralized logging is defined as gathering the computer system logs for a group of systems in a centralized location. It
is used to efficiently monitor computer system logs with the frequency required to detect security violations and unusual
activity. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

How do you define Technical Steganography? 

A. Steganography that uses physical or chemical means to hide the existence of a message 

B. Steganography that utilizes written natural language to hide the message in the carrier in some non-obvious ways 

C. Steganography that utilizes written JAVA language to hide the message in the carrier in some non-obvious ways 

D. Steganography that utilizes visual symbols or signs to hide secret messages 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Hash injection attack allows attackers to inject a compromised hash into a local session and use the hash to validate
network resources. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following standard is based on a legal precedent regarding the admissibility of scientific examinations or
experiments in legal cases? 

A. Daubert Standard 

B. Schneiderman Standard 

C. Frye Standard 

D. FERPA standard 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

All the Information about the user activity on the network, like details about login and logoff attempts, is collected in the
security log of the computer. When a user\\'s login is successful, successful audits generate an entry whereas
unsuccessful audits generate an entry for failed login attempts in the logon event ID table. 

In the logon event ID table, which event ID entry (number) represents a successful logging on to a computer? 

A. 528 

B. 529 

C. 530 

D. 531 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

When collecting electronic evidence at the crime scene, the collection should proceed from the most volatile to the least
volatile 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Log management includes all the processes and techniques used to collect, aggregate, and analyze computer-
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generated log messages. It consists of the hardware, software, network and media used to generate, transmit, store,
analyze, and dispose of log data. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Consistency in the investigative report is more important than the exact format in the report to eliminate uncertainty and
confusion. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is not a part of the technical specification of the laboratory-based imaging system? 

A. High performance workstation PC 

B. Remote preview and imaging pod 

C. Anti-repudiation techniques 

D. very low image capture rate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Email archiving is a systematic approach to save and protect the data contained in emails so that it can be accessed
fast at a later date. There are two main archive types, namely Local Archive and Server Storage Archive. Which of the
following statements is correct while dealing with local archives? 

A. It is difficult to deal with the webmail as there is no offline archive in most cases. So consult your counsel on the case
as to the best way to approach and gain access to the required data on servers 

B. Local archives do not have evidentiary value as the email client may alter the message data 

C. Local archives should be stored together with the server storage archives in order to be admissible in a court of law 

D. Server storage archives are the server information and settings stored on a local system whereas the 

local archives are the local email client information stored on the mail server 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

According to US federal rules, to present a testimony in a court of law, an expert witness needs to furnish certain
information to prove his eligibility. Jason, a qualified computer forensic expert who has started practicing two years
back, was denied an expert testimony in a computer crime case by the US Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in
Richmond, Virginia. Considering the US federal rules, what could be the most appropriate reason for the court to reject
Jason\\'s eligibility as an expert witness? 

A. Jason was unable to furnish documents showing four years of previous experience in the field 

B. Being a computer forensic expert, Jason is not eligible to present testimony in a computer crime case 

C. Jason was unable to furnish documents to prove that he is a computer forensic expert 

D. Jason was not aware of legal issues involved with computer crimes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

LBA (Logical Block Address) addresses data by allotting a ___________to each sector of the hard disk. 

A. Sequential number 

B. Index number 

C. Operating system number 

D. Sector number 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

The Recycle Bin is located on the Windows desktop. When you delete an item from the hard disk, Windows sends that
deleted item to the Recycle Bin and the icon changes to full from empty, but items deleted from removable media, such
as a floppy disk or network drive, are not stored in the Recycle Bin. 

What is the size limit for Recycle Bin in Vista and later versions of the Windows? 

A. No size limit 

B. Maximum of 3.99 GB 

C. Maximum of 4.99 GB 

D. Maximum of 5.99 GB 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 15

Networks are vulnerable to an attack which occurs due to overextension of bandwidth, bottlenecks, 

network data interception, etc. 

Which of the following network attacks refers to a process in which an attacker changes his or her IP 

address so that he or she appears to be someone else? 

A. IP address spoofing 

B. Man-in-the-middle attack 

C. Denial of Service attack 

D. Session sniffing 

Correct Answer: A 
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